Sakuru

Desking

A ‘platform’ that can support
individual, group, linear, radiating,
meeting and collaborative work-styles
and the ability to change from one
to the other. Over many life spans
this platform continues its purpose
and use - allowing change to happen
with little waste of material or need
for extra components no matter if
businesses change in work style,
population age and knowledge, from
transitional to active working.

Means circle in Japanese, is represented more than in form, but
on the relationship of Sakuru’s never ending workpoint design.
It also reflects the environmental message of being used
endlessly in different forms with colour skins and jackets, the
possibilities changes it’s persona - elongating it’s life span.
Haworth through CoCreate in collaboration with designer
Gavin Harris developed Sakuru through years of research and
development in Australia.

Technology in Business
Sakuru, a comprehensive collaborative platform, allows businesses to
cater to single team work or multiple teams working side by side allowing
presentation space to be created when needed.

120 Degree Workpoints
120 degree work-settings promotes
more than one-on-one team
connections. It also maintains the
individual control to ones personal
work settings. Articulated by curved
fabric screens offer another level of
privacy, at desk or at bench height.

Linear Workpoints
Individual work points with their
own control or when desired group
override control can lift entire setting
to working bench height.

Agency Studio
Working with linear workpoints , with
individual height adjustments allows for
total flexibility an and control for the
user. Division screens can be mounted on
the desk or through the central structure
for further flexibility with lay over
accessories like whiteboards, pinboards
and more.

Elements
Created using a minimal number of elements
- bollard, service rail, work tops and screen Sakuru is a study ridged form - with height
variance from 620 to 1200mm
Clear under desk zone provides a no barrier
workpoint for a single or multiple user. The
service rail allows for simple cable installation
either first install but also for day 2 installations.
With integral levelling feet Sakuru is able to
accomodate all floor situations.

Intelligence
Integrations of services to Sakuru surface
tabletops is simple and flexibile due to
the no under frame design. Integrating
charging, USB and power services have
been designed into Sakuru’s DNA.
Controls of the actuators allows single
control to each work top but also allow
synchronious gang control for team
meetings or workshops.

Jackets + Skins
The design allows for jackets
to be fitted to the bollards - in
leather, fabric and vinyl. This
makes Sakuru’s lifespan stay longer in the supply chain through
prolonged usage making it better
for our environment.
This makes Sakuru adapt to
endless visual inspiration for
team or executive areas. Vinyl
skins using automotive technology can completely change the
colour of the bollard allowing
second generation use or simply
a change in colour to adapt to a
new fitout.

Meeting
Sakuru has two bollard sizes allowing for flexible
solutions. The smaller bollard can be paired with
a 1200mm diameter table to create a flexible
meeting table.
People like to meet in difffernet ways - this table
can be lifted to standing height providing the
user ultimate contol of how they meet.

Collaboration Table
Independent tops with height adjust
controls allowing for multiply users to
conform their way. Height controls can also
be group controlled creating a platform to
present from to a working group.

Screen Options
Cork

Whiteboard

Spine Screen

Sakuru, has number of simple but
effective screen options ( solid panel
+ Fabric) in varying widths and also
in very handy single unit. With over
lay disc that can be either whiteboard,
cork and bulletin board.

Legal Practice
Allowing for small group connection the
120 degree workpoints support this in a
compact floor print. Workpoints all have
individual height control. While end work
tops can either be a meeting point or used
for storage - suspended from the central
bollard. Generous curved fabric division
screen provide privacy.

Aligning People and Space for
Optimal Performance
Your people, organization, and facilities are at
the center of everything we do. We help create
spaces that solve for your business needs—
resulting in effective people and efficient use of
real estate.
To learn more, visit haworth.com/ap/products/workspaces/collaborative/sakuru
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